AUSTRIAN IDENTITIES
Fall 2020 Event Collaborative
presented by the North American Austrian Centers

AGAINST THE WORLD: THE COLLAPSE OF EMPIRE AND THE DEGLOBALIZATION OF INTERWAR AUSTRIA
Tara Zahra, University of Chicago
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
10AM PT // 12PM CT // 1PM ET

IDENTITY POLITICS AND ARMED CIVIL CONFLICT: REFLECTIONS ON THE FALL OF YUGOSLAVIA
Wolfgang Petritsch, Austrian Marshall Foundation
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6
12PM PT // 2PM CT // 3PM ET

LUX ET SILESIA: SILESIAN IDENTITY IN THE ART OF IRENEUSZ WALCZAK
Ewa Wylężek, University of Silesia, Poland
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 14 - Pre-Recorded Lecture
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 15 - Live Q&A
9AM PT // 11AM CT // 12PM ET

SOUTH TYROL - AMORE MIO: IDENTITY AND ETHNONATIONALISM IN A EUROPEAN BORDERLAND
Gerald Steinacher, University of Nebraska
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2 - Live Q&A
10AM PT // 12PM CT // 1PM ET

For more information and to register, visit: ies.berkeley.edu/austrian/events